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U.S. Employment Insight: Feb 2023 
MNI View: Storming Report Helps Higher For Longer Theme 

By Chris Harrison  
 
Quick Take: Bumper Payrolls Growth and U/E Rate At Multi-Decade Low Sees Fed Rate Path Soar 

• Non-farm payrolls surged in January, rising 517k vs consensus 189k, whilst the annual benchmark revision 
left a notably stronger than first thought trend through 2H22 and with strong revisions for hours worked.  

• The unemployment rate fell to the lowest since 1969, an even more hawkish surprise than analyst survey 
skew had indicated, despite population control-adjusted household employment was notably softer.  

• Against that backdrop, AHE was one of the weaker areas of the report, recording a monthly pace in 
January that could be consistent with Powell’s abating a little bit, but even that came with upward revisions.  

• Fed terminal pricing closed 12bps higher at 5.02% and has since continued to push onto 5.09%, whilst 
2H23 cuts have been trimmed significantly to 34bps from 50bps prior to the release. 

 
Payrolls Surprisingly Surge Following Stronger Trend 
Nonfarm payrolls was far stronger than expected in January at 
517k (cons 189k) after an upward revised 260k. Government 
payrolls growth was stronger than the roughly zero expected by 
consensus, instead adding 74k, but the major increase came 
from private services adding 397k, the largest since July. Those 
increases were concentrated most notably in leisure & hospitality 
(128k) and private education & health (105k, GS had expected a 
36k boost here from return of striking workers) but there were 
still solid increases elswhere. On aggregate, non-seasonally 
adjusted data suggest it more a case of firms unwilling to reduce 
workforces rather than an expansion of new jobs (smallest 
January drop since the mid-1990s).   
 
Equally impressive were revsisions stemming from the annual 
benchmarking process and net birth/death model. Despite some 
expectations of a downward revision earlier in 2022 judging by 
the weakness in Gross Domestic Income, we are left with an 
unchanged and very strong trend through 1H22 (monthly 
average of 445k vs 444k prior) before a stronger than first 
thought trend through 2H22 (357k vs 307k). Include January and 
both 3mth and 6mth averages sit at circa 350k -- what was 
already a slower moderation than the Fed would have liked is 
now much slower than first thought (and clearly far above the 
~100k sustainable rate flagged by Powell back in November).  
 
U/E Rate At Fresh Lows Despite Higher Participation  
New population controls make outright levels of household 
survey components difficult to compare on prior months but the 
ratios offer a clearer read. The standout figure here was the 
unemployment rate surprisingly edging lower from 3.47% to 
3.43% (cons 3.6%) for its lowest since 1969. We flagged in our 
preview an unusually distinct skew towards a hawkish surprise 
for the u/e rate but this came in stronger than most of those 
upside calls, with only 7 of 75 estimates on Bloomberg looking 
for 3.4%. It was all the more impressive considering it came with 
a small increase in the participation rate from 62.29 to 62.35 
(flattered rounding to 62.4). Whilst this doesn’t materially change 
a broad staganation in participation seen since early last year, the sharper increase in prime-age participation rate 
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(from 82.4 to 82.7) might give some FOMC members hope of a renewed uptrend in labor supply although there is 
still some way to go.   
 
Upward AHE Revisions Continue To Muddy Latest Trends 
Average hourly earnings continued their string of revisions that 
notably change the prior trend although it was slightly less 
significant than the last two months. Recalling that AHE was 
surprisingly strong in Nov before being revised significantly lower 
in Dec, we’re now left with earnings growth having been roughly 
in the middle of the two, increasing an average 0.41% M/M 
through Q4 (and with a very similar pace for the non-supervisory 
measure). The latest rate however, in cooling to 0.30% M/M in 
January (0.25% non-supervisory), left it at a similar pace to that 
initially seen in Dec and what Fed Chair Powell referred to as 
“abating a little bit”. The moderation in the Q4 ECI release earlier 
this week likely still carries more weight, but today’s AHE data 
are a timely reminder that any moderation in wage growth won’t necessarily be in a straight line.  
 
Two Previously Dovish Areas Of Labor Market Revised Away 
Two areas that Vice Chair Brainard had pointed to in a dovish speech last month, average weekly hours and 
temporary help services, both saw upward revisions and an increase in January. Weekly hours averaged 0.1hrs 
higher per month through 4Q22 and then jumped from 34.4 to 34.7 (cons unchanged at 34.3). That increase 
doesn’t sound large but it means that hours had been seen at the bottom of the pre-pandemic range but are now 
above the top-end of the range. Temporary help services had been seen peaking in Jul’22 and declining for five 
consecutive months but that was revised to just two months (Nov and Dec with a still solid -45k average per month) 
before rising 26k in January. 
 

 
 
 
Market Reaction: Terminal and 2H23 Rates Shift Higher and Renewed Dollar Strength 

• In the opposite of last month’s release, strong hawkish market reaction was further boosted by the ISM 
Services index surprisingly unwinding December’s slump, as the largest increase since Jun'20 followed the 
largest downward surprise since 2008.  

• Near-term rate expectations firmed from 20bp to 24bp for the Mar 22 decision but the largest moves were 
further out the curve.  

• The terminal closed 12bps higher at 5.02% (8bps initially post-payrolls) and the Dec-2023 rate a large 
21.5ps to 4.62%, trimming 2H23 rate cuts 10bps to 40bps. The path has continued to push higher with a 
terminal now seen at 5.09% pushing into the July meeting and 34bp of cuts to end-2023.  

• With that, Treasuries have bear flattened with 2s10s sliding from circa -70bps to -80bps.  

• FX: The combination of payrolls and ISM services saw renewed demand for the greenback with the USD 
index hitting three-week highs. Antipodeans led declines in G10FX amid a sharp reversal lower for crude 
futures, with Japanese Yen weakness following closely behind with a near-300 pip bounce for USDJPY. 
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Employment Chart Pack  
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Other Labor Indicators Of Note 

 
Surging Challenger Layoffs vs Ever-Lower Initial Claims 
Challenger job cuts surged 440% Y/Y in January to 103k for the 
highest January since 2009. Importantly, unlike November’s eye-
catching 417% Y/Y jump, contributions were more broadly 
concentrated than in just tech. In Nov, tech layoffs accounted for 53k 
of 77k total versus 42k of 103k in January. As such, non-tech job 
cuts jumped from the 22k averaged in 2022 to 61k in January. Retail 
played a significant role, jumping from just 391 to 13k whilst financial 
firm cuts increased from 696 to 10.6k (both on a Y/Y basis).  
 
There are however two important caveats: i) ex-tech layoffs have 
occasionally seen one month spikes in the past, and ii) most 
notably, weekly initial jobless claims have shown no sign of this pick 
up through January, instead continuing to trend surprisingly 
lower. This continued with the latest week’s data at just 183k (cons 
195k) and the 4-week average of 192k moving closer to 2019’s 
single-week low of 173k in a continued sign of a tight labor market.  
 
 
Surprisingly Strong JOLTS Report  
A less timely indicator but one that nevertheless with hindsight 
paved the way for January’s bumper payrolls growth, job openings 
were the standout number in the December JOLTS report as they 
surprisingly increased to 11.012M in Dec (cons 10.30M) after a 
minimally revised 10.44M. The jump from 1.74 to 1.92 openings to 
every unemployed pushed it closer to highs of 1.99 from March. 
Further, whilst little changed on the month, quits rates remained 
historically elevated, at 2.66% or 2.93% for the private sector. 
 
 
No Signs Of Weather Impact In Payrolls 
Adverse weather impacts had been in focus prior to payrolls after 
ADP had linked its softer than expected 106k in private employment 
to California record floods and back-to-back storms delivering ice 
and snow to the central and eastern U.S. The strength in the payrolls 
data suggested that wasn’t the case and indeed, the number of those 
not at work due to bad weather in the separate household 
survey was only 251k. That non-seasonally adjusted figure is 
consistent with the prior 10-year January average of 273k, with the 
highest being 496k from Jan’18 and the lowest 176k from Jan’21, 
and if anything is lower than normal considering population growth 
over that period.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
(Analyst payrolls report reviews follow below) 
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Jan 2023 Employment Report: Analyst Reviews 
(In alphabetical order): 
 
Whilst a majority of analysts leave prior rate calls unchanged, some see upside risk for terminal expectations 
and/or fewer cuts in 2023 (Barclays, Nomura, RBC, StanChart and UBS) and a few formally change near-term calls 
(JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley and Pantheon). 
 
ABN Amro: Unsustainable Strength In Contrast To Significant Uptick In Job Layoffs 

• This degree of labour market strength is unsustainable in the face of contracting investment and rapidly 
cooling consumer demand. It also contrasts with the significant uptick in job layoffs, evident in latest 
challenger job cuts data, as well as business surveys suggesting cooling labour demand.  

• We would view the January print as a likely one-off, with a significant slowdown in jobs growth likely in the 
February data.  

• The labour market is the most lagging part of the economy, and as such, we continue to expect 
unemployment to gradually rise over the coming year as the effects of weakening demand increasingly 
feed through to higher job layoffs and reduced hiring. 

 
Barclays: Upside Risks To Terminal Call And Less Likely Two Cuts In Nov and Dec 

• The jump in payroll employment and hours worked, along with today's rebound in the ISM services PMI, 
hint that overall activity bounced back in January after tailing off late in 2022. 

• We think that January's estimates reinforce our existing rate call, which sees the FOMC surprising markets 
by hiking the funds rate another 25bp in both March and May.  

• Today's data injects upside risk to our call for the terminal rate, currently a target range of 5.0-5.25%, and 
that we will not see the two cuts to the funds rate that we are penciling in for November and December. 

 
BNY Mellon: Our Higher-Rates-For-Longer View Is Buttressed By Very Strong NFP 

• There was very little in the NFP report to suggest the labor market is anything but still red-hot. One could 
point to the 5k jobs lost in the Technology sector. However, given the extensive layoff announcements in 
this industry, it’s not unexpected, and actually points to a significant amount of labor flexibility in the high-
tech economy. 

• For us it is a comforting set of data, as it strengthens our belief that a recession is far off. If and when one 
does arise, we think it should be mild and brief.  

• We still see one hike to 5% (possibly twice more to 5.25%) before holding there for most of the year. The 
market still sees almost 50bp of cuts at the back end of this year. We think that the next bout of Fedspeak, 
which will ramp up this week now that the February FOMC is behind, will push back against this pricing. 

 
CIBC: Increases Risk Of Further Hike In May But Underscores View Of No 2023 Rate Cuts 

• While we're sticking to our call that decelerating inflation could limit the Fed to a further 25bp hike, the 
momentum in employment obviously raises the risk of a follow-up move in May, and underscores our 
expectation that rate cuts will be put off until 2024.  

• GDP growth is likely off to a better start to the year than we expected, given the advances in hours worked 
in high value-added sectors. 

• There was little sign of layoff announcements in tech and media here, with the information industry being 
the only one to shed a modest number of jobs. We'll likely start to see the layoffs materialize in the data in 
the coming months, as some are announced pre-emptively, and the survey week for the payrolls data is 
mid-month. 

 
Commerzbank: Labor Data Suggest US Economy Not Likely To Enter Recession Near-Term 

• The US labor market is doing even much better than already thought. In January, employment increased 
by 517 thousand, and past increases were also revised upward.  

• Even though wage pressures have eased, the labor market is likely to remain out of balance from the Fed's 
perspective. Interest rate hikes are thus likely to continue. 

• The US economy is hardly in recession at present; nor is this likely to enter one in the short term. The 
question is whether the recession is merely postponed or whether the Fed will manage a soft landing. 

• The Fed will see itself confirmed in continuing to hike rates – albeit at a more cautious pace of 25bp each.  
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GS: Still Eyeing Two More 25bp Hikes, No Rate Cuts In 2023 

• Fewer end-of-year layoffs likely contributed to the surge, and we would expect more trend-like gains in Feb 
and Mar. Additionally, the average workweek jumped by 0.3 hours and was revised up in December.  

• The household survey was firm on net, with the unemployment rate falling to 3.4%, the lowest level since 
1969. However, the U6 underemployment rate edged higher, and household employment adjusted for 
population controls and the payrolls methodology increased by just 44k (84k just adjusting for population 
controls).  

• Our Q4 wage tracker now stands at +5.2% (vs. +5.6% in Q3).  

• This morning’s report provides strong evidence of continued economic expansion in January. We continue 
to expect two more 25bp hikes in March and May, and we continue to expect no rate cuts in 2023. 

 
ING: Hard To Rationalise The Strength Of Jobs Creation 

• AHE rose 0.3% M/M as expected, so despite this fantastic job creation story, employers are easily able to 
pick up new workers without needing to pay-up, which is surprising given how tight the jobs market is. 

• We have to just take the strength in the report on the chin and say despite seven consecutive monthly falls 
in residential construction output, three consecutive falls in industrial production and consumer spending 
disappointing in Nov-Dec firms are still happy to hire.  

• Maybe the Fed will keep hiking for longer, but we will need to see the economy suddenly rebound to make 
this great job news continue. 

• We have to be a little sceptical though given that confidence in America’s board rooms and the small 
business sector (Conference board survey of CEOs and the NFIB small business optimism index) are 
below the levels seen at the worst point in the pandemic. This would hint at a more defensive mindset that 
focuses more on cost reduction - that is certainly the story from the Challenger job lay-offs. 
 

JPM: Told-You-So Moment For FOMC Hawks, Pushing Terminal Call To 5-5.25% 

• The combination of shockingly strong jobs growth and average weekly hours surging saw total hours 
worked increase a whopping 1.2%, one of the strongest outside the immediate post-pandemic period. 

• In non-seasonally adjusted terms, last month’s contraction in employment was the smallest for a January 
going back to the mid-90s. So perhaps rather than a hiring boom, what we see in this report reflects 
employers’ reluctance to let go of workers, given the perceived difficulty of eventually re-hiring. If so, this 
doesn’t bode well for profits.  

• Even before the report we had been leaning toward adding another 25bp Fed hike in May, and this tips us 
toward that call, taking our terminal rate to 5.0-5.25%.  

• Some on the FOMC who might have favored 50bp at this week’s meeting may be having a told-you-so 
moment, but we think any further hikes we see this year will be 25s. 

 
MS: Now Expect A 25bp Hike In March As Not Enough Time For Data To Show Fed Sufficiently Restrictive  

• The strong upside surprise in today's labor market indicators signals that the labor market continues to be 
very resilient with no clear signs of stopping yet. 

• Even with more data outstanding ahead of the March FOMC, we think there is not enough time for the data 
to signal to the Fed that rates have moved sufficiently into restrictive territory.  

• We now make another 25bp hike at the March FOMC our base case, raising the peak fed funds rate this 
cycle to 4.875%, with more upside risk if labor market data continue to move from strength to 
strength. We continue to see the first rate cut in December 2023. 

 
Nomura: Still See The Fed Pausing In May But 2H23 Cuts Less Likely 

• Details of the jobs report pose an upside risk to our economic outlook and reduce the likelihood of a 
severe recession.  

• However, AHE showed a trend-like increase of 0.3%, reducing y-o-y growth further to 4.4% from 4.8% in 
December, suggesting the recent decline in short-term inflation expectations is easing wage growth, 
despite strong labor markets.  

• The combination of robust job growth and moderating wage growth remains consistent with our view that 
the Fed is still likely to pause rate hikes in May, while monetary easing in the second half is less likely due 
to the lesser extent of trade-offs between maximum employment and price stability. 

 
NWM: Reluctant To Extrapolate Strength, Still Expect 25bp Hikes In March and May 
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• While the latest data are unambiguously "robust", we are reluctant to simply extrapolate. We still believe 
that higher borrowing costs will eventually make businesses more willing to reduce existing staff and slow 
the pace of hiring. However, the timing of that seems that may be more of a 2H23 story rather than 1H23.  

• While jobless claims have plunged in January, we still suspect that they will eventually start to turn back up 
in the not-too-distant furture, consistent with an eventual downturn in payrolls and a rise in the 
unemployment rate (see table below for updated unemployment forecasts). 

• The strength of the jobs data and the services ISM report will reduce the odds that the Fed is considering a 
pause anytime soon. We still expect 25bp hikes at the March and May FOMC meetings.  

 
Pantheon: FOMC Now More Likely Than Not To Hike In March But Hope Doesn’t 

• We think mild weather likely is part of the story; the January survey week was warm both relative to 
seasonal norms and to December, and warm winter weather usually boosts payrolls.  

• But we were thrown off the scent by the ADP report, which specifically cited bad weather - the California 
floods and snow/ice in the central and eastern U.S. - as the explanation for their surprisingly low 106K 
payroll number. It now appears that their sample is biased towards the one part of the country where the 
January weather was a hindrance to the labor market. 

• The relatively good news in the data is that hourly earnings rose only 0.3%. The experience of recent 
months makes it clear, though, that these data are preliminary and are subject to potential large revisions. 
For now we think it’s fair to say wage growth has slowed, but it has not yet slowed enough for the Fed. 

• It seems reasonable to expect a correction in payroll growth in February, but the labor market nonetheless 
is going to look tight when the Fed sits down in March.  

• We now think the Fed is more likely than not to hike in March, though we hope they don’t, given the lagged 
effect of their previous tightening is still to come. By May, the case for holding likely will be much stronger. 

 
RBC: Upside Risk To Expectation Of One Last Hike In March 

• The Fed this week highlighted slowing core inflation readings and decelerating economic activities as key 
drivers for the downshift to a smaller 25bp hike.  

• Today's report clearly adds some upside to our expectation for another 25bp increase in March before the 
Fed opts for a pause.  

• But the slowdown in wage growth in January despite record-low unemployment rate should be encouraging 
for the Fed, and if that's mirrored in slower inflation readings in the months ahead (including Powell's core 
services ex shelter) then we're still likely nearing the end of this tightening cycle. 

 
Scotia: Job Market Capable Of Absorbing Layoffs Given Ongoing Churn 

• This report leans to my argument in that despite three months of layoffs picking up, it continues to be the 
case that the job market is capable of absorbing this and in the context of ongoing churn.  

• Job growth is moving away from sectors that benefited from growth drivers earlier in the pandemic and 
when they hogged all of the workers and toward the sectors that serve the innate desire to get back to 
more normal activities and have worker shortages as evidenced by high job vacancies. 

• The revision fears into this report did indeed turn out to be absolute hogwash. The narrative that prior job 
gains would be wiped out in the annual revisions as driven by Philly Fed economists was dead wrong.  

• It's interesting that two countries' data within semi-integrated markets are telling us the same thing here. 
Against the argument that rising rates would crush employment or at the very least slow its gains, both 
Canada and the US have seen accelerating gains and upward revisions to estimated job growth for 2022. 

 
StanChart: More Likely Fed Keeps Hiking But Want To See Jan CPI Readings First 

• equilibrium unemployment is unobservable – it can only be inferred from the behaviour of wages and 
prices. If wages and prices do not accelerate any further, Fed hikes might aim more at averting overheating 
than slamming the brakes on the economy. 

• The Fed probably starts with some scepticism that inflation can be brought down without labour-market 
pain, but would want to see evidence that the tightness is preventing the desired disinflation.  

• Our forecast is for the fed funds policy rate to stay flat at current levels, but underlying the forecast is an 
expectation of labour-market slowing, which has not yet arrived.  

• The January labour data makes it more probable that the Fed will keep hiking, but we would expect the 
Fed to tighten policy rates very gradually, absent alarming inflation signals. We want to see how January 
CPI readings play out before deciding whether we think the Fed will keep hiking and how much higher 
rates might go.  
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TD: Cannot Foresee Fed Stopping Hiking Before May 

• Employment growth continued to surprise to the upside, household employment grew at a reasonable rate, 
resulting in an unemployment rate at a historically low 3.4% and a labor participation rate of 62.4% points 
to constrained dynamics compared to the pre-COVID average. 

• Even conditioning on the usual benchmark and population estimate revisions, the January labor market 
report should keep the Fed in a tightening mode for a while.  

• We continue to project two more 25bp rate hikes to a terminal target rate range of 5%-5.25% in May.  

• Rates: We remain short June Fed funds and 10y Treasuries, believing markets have become too 
pessimistic about near-term growth momentum. 

• FX: A monster report but FX will need more evidence to challenge a well advanced but popular weak USD 
trade especially following Powell's recent press conference. 

 
UBS: Adds Upside Risk To View That Hiking Cycle Ends In March  

• Household survey data appeared much more moderate, with only an 84K increase in employment (after 
population adjustment), continuing that divergence between the two series, but the unemployment rate 
ticked down to a low 3.4%, and the labor force participation rate ticked up to 62.4%. 

• However, the sheer magnitude of the gain in nonfarm payroll employment adds upside risk to our 
expectations that the hiking cycle ends in March, and upside risk to our broader economic projections for 
this year.  

• We expect to see the temporary impetus in January come out in the coming months’ employment reports, 
which will allow us to better evaluate the trends in employment, but we risk being left with more momentum 
coming into the year than we previously assumed. 

 
Unicredit: Report Plus ISM Services Pushes Back On March Pause, Still See Two 25bp Hike 

• The BLS undertook its annual benchmark revisions and updated seasonal factors, but from what we can 
tell, the surge in January cannot be explained by changes to the seasonal factors (for, example, payrolls in 
January 2022 were revised down).  

• Still, it is difficult to reconcile the acceleration in payrolls – largest monthly gain since July 2022 – with other 
labor market indicators that point to an ongoing softening, such as the rise in Challenger job cuts.  

• The strong labor market and ISM non-mfg rebound give the Fed the flexibility to keep hiking rates. Anyone 
that thought the Fed might stop hiking as soon as its March meeting are likely to be disappointed on this 
evidence. We continue to expect 25bp hikes in March and May to a terminal 5-5.25%.  

 
Wells Fargo: Flattering Seasonal Effect But Should Keep The Fed In Hawkish Mood 

• In non-seasonally adjusted terms, payrolls fell "only" by 2.51m vs the 2.86m average decline through 2018-
22, which helped translate into the blistering seasonally adjusted headline gain. Perhaps unsurprisingly 
given these adjustments, job gains were broad-based across most industries. 

• On balance, the wage growth data were not as scorching hot as the headline nonfarm payrolls figures, but 
they are consistent with the other indicators signaling that the labor market remains tighter than it was 
before the pandemic, when compensation growth was more consistent with inflation of roughly 2%. 

• Markets appear to be in agreement with our forecast that another 25bp hike is probable at the March 22 
FOMC meeting. There is still plenty of additional economic data between now and then, including another 
employment report and two more CPI reports, but even after accounting for the flattering seasonal effect on 
January payrolls, today's report argues for the Federal Reserve to stay in a hawkish mood. 

 
Wrightson ICAP: Flattered By Seasonality, Expecting Softer Number Come Next FOMC Decision 

• We think the strength in Friday’s employment report was amplified by turn-of-the-year seasonal adjustment 
challenges and suspect it won’t be the only report in the coming weeks to have an upward statistical bias. 

• We had expected the recent strength in the weekly jobless claims numbers to be mirrored in the monthly 
unemployment rate. With employers in many sectors still focused on worker retention, the unadjusted 
jobless rate rose by only 0.6% this January versus 0.7% last year, which translated into the expected 0.1% 
decline in the seasonally adjusted rate to 3.4%. 

• It was more visible in the payroll data than expected though: nonfarm payrolls fell by 2.5 million in 
unadjusted terms In January, smaller than the 2.8 million NSA decline reported one year earlier, pushing a 
huge jump in seasonally adjusted terms. 
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• The FOMC will have most of the February data in hand by the time it has to make its next rate decision on 
March 22, and we expect those numbers to be softer. Seasonality effects in the February employment 
report on March 10 should run in the opposite direction, probably enough to push the unemployment rate 
back up at least to 3.5% and to pull nonfarm payroll growth below the Q4 average of 291K. 

 

 
 

MNI Policy Team Latest Highlights 

 
 
 

MNI INTERVIEW: Fed Model Suggests Wage Growth To Normalize 

By Jean Yung (published Feb 3) 
 

(MNI) WASHINGTON - High frequency U.S. pay data collected by Homebase shows "promising" signs of slowing 
through the first month of the year and suggests wage growth could cool to pre-Covid levels by early next year, 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis economist Max Dvorkin told MNI Friday. 

Tracking the same worker over time using the Homebase payroll software, Dvorkin found the median wage 
increase in January declined to 3.8% from around 4.4% in 2022. There's no comparable figure for earlier periods 
due to data limitations. However, a trimmed mean of wage changes over a four-week period also show the typical 
seasonal spike in wage growth is 1 to 2 percentage points lower this January compared to last year, Dvorkin said. 

"If you worry about inflation and where it’s going, these are very promising figures," he said. "Since the second 
quarter of 2022, wages increases have been slowing, and if this continue we’ll be able to see something that 
resembles the kinds of increases seen before the pandemic early next year or late this year." 

The Homebase data add to other evidence that wage inflation is moderating even as the labor market remains 
extraordinarily tight. (See: MNI INTERVIEW: Atlanta Fed Wage Tracker Shows Wage Growth Peaked) 

Hiring blew past analyst expectations in January with U.S. employers adding 517,000 jobs and the unemployment 
rate hitting a fresh 50-year low of 3.4%, the Labor Department reported Friday. Even so, average hourly earnings 
decelerated by a tenth, lowering the year-on-year increase to 4.4% from a peak of 5.9% last March. 

BROADER PATTERN 

ADP, another private payroll service company, said pay growth for job stayers held at 7.3% in January, down from 
7.7% in mid-2022. 

The trimmed mean measure of wage changes for the 800,000 or so workers in the Homebase system dipped to 
5.8% in 2022 from 6.2% in 2021, but was still much higher than the 3.6% rate seen in 2019. Average measures of 
wage increases are typically subject to distortions from shifts in the composition of workers, Dvorkin noted. Still, the 
Homebase data are showing the same patterns visible in other wage growth measures. 

"The Fed is increasing rates and trying to cool down the economy and it seems to be working in terms of inflation. 
Yet the labor market is not suffering all that much," Dvorkin said, noting the breakdown in the tradeoff between 
inflation and unemployment presents a puzzle for economists. 

"Employers are still trying to attract people and retain them, and that’s still translating to wage increases. The battle 
against inflation is not over. But the new data continue to arrive pointing in the right direction." (See MNI 
INTERVIEW: US Labor Market Could Have Soft Landing-Paychex) 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkewI6alucRogSw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5CkptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkewI6alucRogSA~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5CkptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkewI6alucRogSQ~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5CkptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkewI6alucRogTg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5CkptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkewI6alucRogTg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5CkptIN27sWcQ
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MNI INTERVIEW: ISM Services Bounce Durable, To Prod Fed 
By Evan Ryser (Published Feb 3) 
 

(MNI) - A U.S. services surge in January will likely prove durable as new orders will continue to drive growth, 

Institute for Supply Management chair Anthony Nieves told MNI Friday, adding that further interest rate hikes are 
likely needed to tame price growth. 

The ISM services survey showed a jump in activity for January, with its headline composite increasing 6.0ppts from 
49.2 to 55.2, above expectations of 50.5. New orders jumped 15.2ppts to 60.4 with eleven industries reporting 
growth, while business activity accelerated 6.9ppts to 60.4. 

"With the high index reading for both new orders and business activity, we'll still be in the 52 to mid-50s range next 
month," he said in an interview, noting continuing cautious optimism from survey respondents. "I think mid-50s is 
sustainable." 

Nieves previously warned last month's surprising fall in services was due to temporary weakness and would likely 
give way to a rebound. Still, the ISM chief was surprised by the strength and earlier timing of the bounce back. 

"I was surprised that it came back as strong as it did," he said. But "I don't think we're going to contract anytime 
soon." Services contrasts with manufacturing, which contracted for the third month in a row in January and may not 
have hit bottom yet, according to ISM. 

FED HIKES CONTINUING 

Complicating the outlook, Nieves said continuing price growth means the Fed will likely have to raise interest rates 

further. The ISM service sector measure of prices remained high at 67.8, the seventh consecutive reading near or 
below 70. There were 14 commodities reported up in price, 6 reported down in price, and 12 reported to be in short 
supply. 

Only 7.9% of respondents reported lower prices in January, while nearly 40% reported higher prices, according to 
the ISM survey. 

"Until the prices on various items in those commodity groups moderate, I don't see the Fed really coming down off 
of the rate increases," he said. "No one likes the interest rates being high, but inflation is also a big challenge right 
now." (See MNI INTERVIEW: Fed May Need To Hike Again After Pause-Ireland) 

The ISM survey has been picking up comments about shrinking margins, Nieves said. "But there's still certain 
things that we know chemicals, food products, electrical and electronic component, they're all very strong." 

The employment index rose 0.6ppts on the month to 50.0, indicating that services payrolls held steady. But Nieves 
said labor retention is improving and wages are moderating. (See MNI INTERVIEW: US Labor Market Could Have 
Soft Landing-Paychex) 

"I'm not seeing anything like I did in the past as far as increase of wages to retain employees back in," he said. Last 
year there were "comments about having pay incentives and signing bonuses and things of that nature. I'm not 
seeing that. I haven't seen that in months." 

 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkroI6alucRojSA~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5PyptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkroI6alucRojSQ~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5PyptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkroI6alucRojSQ~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5PyptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkroI6alucRojTg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5PyptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkroI6alucRojTw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5PyptIN27sWcQ
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscFCJkroI6alucRojTw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6iXW5PyptIN27sWcQ

